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Performance, Ruin, Chiesa Diruta, Grottole, 2022

Exhibition view, The Myths and Realities of Achieving Financial Independence, CCA Berlin – Center for Contemporary Arts, Berlin, 2022

Exhibition view, Le langage est une peau, FRAC Lorraine, Metz, 2021
Passive/Active, 2021, 1-channel digital audio sound installation, 350cm (h) ø 500cm, 08’54’’, Ed. 5+2AP

Le langage est une peau, FRAC Lorraine, Metz, 2021
The exhibition opens with a work from the FRAC Lorraine collection, Parti
Sí Pasíon, New York (1981) by the Chilean artist and poet Cecilia Vicuña.
Made up of four photographic prints, this visual poem, which is destined
to fade away, is written in the colors of the Chilean and American flags.
Parti Sí Pasíon, which can be translated as “Share – Yes – Passion,”
breaks down the word “Participation.” This word takes on capitalist connotations by association with the World Trade Center, which generates
alienating situations through its activity. In the present context, the piece
refers to the flow, and the omnipresent commodification, of nonmaterial
data. Selected by Hanne Lippard, out of her fondness for Cecilia Vicuña’s
work, the piece is also significant in terms of the exhibition’s intent: it
facilitates an encounter between the works of art and the public, who are
invited to an emancipated visit to the FRAC spaces.

Language is Skin explores the notion of anonymity as a corollary to the
digital economy, mirrored by the artist in the anonymity of the visitor. In
the film Oh You Again, Hehe, produced for the exhibition, the artist follows
five protagonists as they wander around Berlin. Shot from behind, their
faces hidden from view, they wear T-shirts with text. They are one with
the utterance, without letting the viewer know whether they are aware of
the message that they manifest in a fragmented way. The film implicitly
refers to the music video of the song hummed by the artist, “Bittersweet
Symphony” by The Verve, which depicts a man defiantly walking along a
city sidewalk.
Emotion Sensor is a work based on the principle of a phone alert. Set off
every time a visitor walks by, a smartphone ring imitated by the voice of
the artist breaks the concentration necessary during the visit — which
the artist compares to the concentration of a reader. It brings the two
activities together as places not only of personal, but also active, experience. As Barthes wrote: “for every text, there are a multitude of readers:
not only different individuals, but also different rhythms in each body.”
The imitated ring tone is a disturbance, but it is also the disembodied

presence of the Other. Cropping up in several places in the building, Emotion Sensor reminds us of our constant subjection to a world of noise, to
our fear of being disconnected or forgotten (Fear of Missing Out).

I Love You Is Not a Sentence is a series of eight risographs featuring excerpts from the book A Lovers Discourse, by Roland Barthes. The pages
evoke the dependence of love on the body and, on the other hand, on the
voice which becomes the body’s substitute, the object of desire when the
body is absent. The body is qualified by the author as “pheno-text” (a
contraction of “phenomenon” and “text”). The kaomojis (or emojis written
using only keystrokes), added in comments superimposed on the original
text, refer to online communities, which lend simplified meanings to our
affects. Speech, although it does not require physical contact, becomes
an action. A relationship between the individual and the machine is developed, as is a standardization of our emotions.
The installation Anonymities raises the question of the anonymity of the
voices used by artificial intelligence and by online services, as well as of
the anonymity of the visitor as the addressee of a standardized museum
discourse. How can we speak to everyone without being assimilated to
a homogeneous audience? Struggling to utter the word “anonymities,”
the artist also speaks her own first name, “Hanne.” The work plays with
the echo of the room where it is featured: in Greek mythology, the nymph
Echo, condemned to repeat everything she hears, falls in love with Narcissus, who, not understanding what she says, abandons her to her sorrow. Who has the last word in front of a work, who speaks to whom?
This work is also about a bug, the inability to speak, the unauthorized
dysfunction in the human or the machine. Do we have the right to be
disabled, to fail to respond to the dictates of a performance-oriented,
ableist society? The exhibition is conceived as a phenomenon, that is, a
landscape that appears and then disappears. Based on a model of conversation, the body becomes a transitional object, an interface between
the speaker and the listener.

The installation Passive/Active features a loudspeaker that broadcasts
a text narrated by the artist. Anthropomorphic, the loudspeaker is positioned in the center of a curtain that seems to set the transient scene
of our own obsolescence. Passive/Active envisages machine as an interface interacting with our affective needs (the “emotional body”). The text
weaves in analogies between the speaker and the human body. The two,
as receptacles for content, depend on being attached to other bodies in
order to function: the loudspeaker is attached to the amplifier, the human
body to the pregnant mother, each by a cord.
The passivity described by the text extends to the work itself: what happens when the loudspeaker falls silent at the end of the reading? We are
dealing here with a social link. The philosopher Wittgenstein recognized
the possibility of thought without speech, silent thought, which would
be expressed only through our physical presence. The body, like a loudspeaker on standby, would be the vessel of a voice to come, in a shared
space.
The tour ends with The Mouth is a Round, the Voice is Around, a platform designed to complement the installation Anonymities. Evoking freespeech corners, or sites in the public square where one can discourse
at will, the platform delimits the space of free speech. Activated without
any protocol or instructions, it is both an open stage and a street, clearing the pavestones. Meetings and events (concerts, book clubs, writing
workshops) will be hosted here as part of public services and the FRAC’s
cultural programming.

Language is Skin brings into play the resistance of the work of art, as
well as of the female body, to being reduced to an object. Hanne Lippard
invites us to think of the exhibition as a “brave space”: a place where a
community of diverse voices can be cultivated together.

oh you again, hehe, 2021, HD video, 03’46’’, Ed. 5+2AP
oh you again, hehe, 2021, T-shits

The Mouth is Round, the Voice is Around, 2021, Installation (carpet)
Contactless nr. 5, 2020, Vinyl (wall text)

Exhibition view, Le langage est une peau, FRAC Lorraine, Metz, 2021
Anonymities, 2017, 6-channel sound-installation, 05’40’’, Ed. 5+2AP, https://soundcloud.com/user-567150542/anonymities-2018/s-zrost

Exhibition view, Le langage est une peau, FRAC Lorraine, Metz, 2021
I Love you is not a sentence, 2021, Two-tone risograph prints, 8 pieces: 400 × 280cm

Details, I Love you is not a sentence, 2021, Two-tone risograph prints, 8 pieces: 400 × 280cm

Exhibition view, SUPERHOST 2021 – Contact Mood Share, M HKA, Antwerp, 2021–2022

SUPERHOST 2021 – Contact Mood Share, M HKA, Antwerp, 2021–2022

Superhost is a programme investing in a yearlong relationship between
an artist or a collective practice, the museum and its participating communities, and supporting the production of artworks, performative or discursive creations.
Every year, one artist or collective is invited to be M HKA’s Superhost.
By embracing the ambiguous and interrelated dynamics of hospitality in
which the host is always a guest and simultaneously the guest is always a
host, M HKA affirms a longing for increased institutional transformation,
permeability and exchange.
The commission materialises freely in the museum’s top floor gallery
spaces and as programmes of discursive and performative events. Within
the larger scale of the institution, Superhost offers an intimate space
for conversation with specific artistic positions, discourses and scenes.
M HKA’s Superhost series offers a focused and shared terrain of investigation for and around a guest’s practice. Each edition is an opportunity
to explore the core interests, language and expertise of our guest(s)
whilst also contributing to the dissemination and further development
of the work itself. The open nature of the programme welcomes various
forms for exchanging and producing knowledge ranging from site-specific installations and displays of works and exhibitions, to performances,
lectures, reading groups, screenings, interviews, workshops or publications. Superhost is jointly curated by Anne-Claire Schmitz and Joanna
Zielińska.

Contact Mood Share is a three-part programme focusing on language,
especially the vocabulary and semiology that comes with particular social
changes and developments. In a similar manner to how a word loses its
meaning when repeated often enough, moving closer to sound, or sense,
rather than significance, the same might be said for words that become
popular due to current events. Once a word reappears with frequency
through news media, political decisions, social media, and everyday
speech, we tend to (often unknowingly) parrot its frequent appearance
and in turn take it in our own mouths.

Language has its own contagious nature, somewhat closer to a physical
substance that moves between human touch and its surrounding surfaces, albeit through logic and larynx rather than fingerprints.
The words ‘contact’, ‘mood’ and ‘share’ represent imagined seasons, replacing the existing four and their weatherly changes, seeing the original seasons themselves have lost much of their relevance through both
industrialisation and climate change, especially within an urban setting.
The past year has made it even harder to relate to an idea of time and the
use of a calendar, to make plans, expectations, events.
-Hanne Lippard, January 2021
Hanne Lippard’s project Contact Mood Share materialises through a display of artworks and a programme of events, which will vary under the
specific scope of three planned seasons.
The exhibitions will feature a combination of existing works, adaptations
of past projects and new productions by Lippard, forming the most generous articulation of works by the artist to date. The three displays take
place in M HKA’s top floor galleries with extensions throughout further
spaces of the museum traditionally dedicated to so-called hosting functions.
A programme of events consisting of discursive and performative contributions such as lectures, workshops, performances, conversations, audio and film programmes is planned through the year, while expressing
a different focus per season. It is conceived collaboratively by M HKA’s
Superhost, curators and guests.
Together the two parts form the seasonal conditions for research processes, rehearsals, discussions and creations.
Contact Mood Share by Hanne Lippard is the inaugural project of M HKA’s
Superhost series.

Exhibition views, SUPERHOST 2021 – Contact Mood Share, M HKA, Antwerp, 2021–2022

Installation view, Contactless, RIBOCA 2 and suddenly it all blossoms, Riga Biennale, Riga, 2020

Exhibition view, Our Present Museum für Gegenwartskunst Siegen, Siegen, 2020
Frames, 2017, digital audio, 09’46’’, Ed. 5+2AP

Exhibition view, La pleine lune dort la nuit, Musée d’art contemporain de la Haute-Vienne, Château de Rochechouart, Rochechouart, 2020
Blunt, 2018, digital audio, 08’20’’, Ed. 5+2AP

Exhibition view, ARTEFACT 2020: Alone Together, Stuk, Leuven
I missed your call more than I missed you, 2020, 6-channel sound-installation, mixed media, 07’45’’, Ed. 5+2AP

Exhibition view, This is my body - My body is your body - My body is the body of the word, le Delta, Namur, 2019
Punctuation is powerful, 2019, digital audio, 02’20’’, Ed. 5+2AP (exhibition space)

Punctuation is powerful, elevation is wonderful, 2019, digital audio 02’20’’, Ed. 5+2AP (elevator)
Losing face, 2019, vinyl on elevator door, dimensions variable (elevator)

Performance, What Works Works
Palais de la découverte, FIAC Performance Program, Paris, 2019
In What Works Works, the artist explores the notion of time and its embodiment through the experience of the human body. Similar in this respect to speech, time has no shape. Like currency exchange rates, time
fluctuates within both human and economic relationships, awaiting only
its future collapse.
A proposal by Disappearing Music.

Exhibition view, foul soul, LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina, 2019
Gut Health, 2019, 3-channel digital audio, 3 scent-diffusers, peppermint oil, 07’17”, Ed. 5+2AP

Performance, Personally, Everybody, Anyone, together with Bendik Giske, Palazzo Giustinian, organized by Stavanger Kunsthall, Venice, 2019

Exhibition view, Nam June Paik Award, Westfälischer Kunstverein, Münster, 2018
Floating, 2018, 6-channel sound-installation, 04’30’’, Ed. 5+2AP

Exhibition view, Words don’t come easy – money doesn’t either., KIT-Kunst im Tunnel, Düsseldorf, 2018-19
The Myths and Realities of Achieving Financial Independence, 2013, 2-channel sound-installation, 11’13’’, Ed. 5+2AP

Antarctica. An Exhibition about Alienation,
Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna, 2018

Anonymities, 2017
6-channel sound-installation, 05’40’’, Ed. 5+2AP

Is the experience of listening itself alienating? Hanne Lippard often employs language – particularly the voice – as raw artistic material, manipulating the spoken word. The rhythmical and fragmented word play
presented in the installation Anonymities is no exception.
Lippard dramatises both the diction in her piece and the setting – via a
specific spatial configuration. Six stereo speakers transmitting recordings of her own voice are positioned in a circular arrangement that circumscribe the encounter with the work. On approach, the individual act
of listening is reflected and amplified by the acoustic field. The choreography of language produced by the alternate sound bites is a lexicon of
abstraction deriving from a singular, isolated word: “anonymity”.
Lippard’s articulations trip up and roll off the tongue, faltering, slowing
down, speeding up, elongating syllables. Her splitting and splicing, rejigging and rephrasing parts of the whole word results in a reimagining
of “anonymity”. It becomes poetically refigured and redefined into plural
anonymities. At times robotic, in instances melodic, the experience can
be direct or disorienting, playful or painful, depending on the listener.
What, on first hearing, could be construed as absurd blabbering into a
sing-song tune, turns into an insightful and intriguing musing on what
it means to be anonymous, to be distant, cold, perhaps even alienated.
What does it mean to have no identity?
“A, ah, an, non, a nam.” What is really being said here? A singular thing,
a sigh, an individual, a negative response, a name? The element of time is
trapped, twisted and tangled into the score of her linguistic trance- like
tune. “In a min... minute ... minutely...” caught between the lines becomes
a self- referential recognition of the durational feature of the work.
Lippard’s piece teases, tries and tests the listener’s patience and perception, putting the individual on the spot to stop and listen. Cognition
and visualisation of what “anonymity” means spring to mind, actively engaging the viewer or listener to ponder on the term and the various other
words suggestively stuttered in between. The auditory texture created
becomes a chorus from one to many, much akin to the contemporary individual’s alienated plight, from one figure of alienation to all entities
alienatied at large.

Ulyd, Kunsthall Stavanger, Stavanger, 2018
“Putting a door on the female mouth has been an important project of
patriarchal culture from antiquity to the present day. Its chief tactic is
an ideological association of female sound with monstrosity, disorder and
death.”
– Anne Carson, Glass, Irony and God, p. 120-21

Kunsthall Stavanger is proud to present Ulyd, a solo exhibition by Hanne
Lippard. Lippard has been using language as the raw material for her
work for the last eight years, processing it in the form of texts, vocal performances, sound installations, printed objects and sculpture. Her work
takes its place in a rich history of the performative use of the voice, and
the linguistic deconstruction of language, whose genealogy is found both
in the fields of music, spoken word, theatre, sound poetry, and art.
For Ulyd, a Norwegian word that is difficult to translate but that defines
an unpleasant and uncontrollable noise, Lippard has developed a series
of new works that explore the social forces governing female verbal expression; an expression that has been adroitly shaped since the time of
the ancient Greeks as an instrument used for confining the place of women within a restricted social perimeter. The feminine was considered uncontrollable, and its language was fashioned in such a way as to ensure
that women were continually attentive to the tone of their own voices and
ways of expressing themselves. Until recently, the use of obscene and
direct language was generally forbidden to them. Should they resort to it,
the concomitant proof of their impurity and uncontrollable nature, supposedly inherent in their use of such language, would be held up against
them in return.
Between these two poles - a form of imposed expression and obscenity - female speech has long been limited to a narrow field. While gender
relations have gradually become more balanced over time, former cultural
codes still structure the use of language. Even where an obscene and irreverent form of expression is used as a tool to liberate female speech,

such expression remains a mere reaction to these norms. Our collective unconscious has still not been fully decolonized, and many women
confess to practicing self-censorship in all manner of situations where
power struggles are at issue.

No Answer is Also an Answer (2017) greets the viewer with subtle play
of lights within an otherwise darkened room. The recording of a spoken
text is played from speakers, presenting a composition of fragments with
formulas of politeness and ready-made phrases as found in the most
mundane email exchanges. This poetic piece explores the absurdity of
this bland, neutral deference and gives the exhibition’s take on social
criticism a particularly scathing aspect.
Hanging on the walls throughout several galleries, Curse I-XIII (2018)
reinterpret Roman curse tablets. The original curse tablets were generally created in the 2nd-4th centuries AD. by voiceless, provincial, noncitizens, women or slaves,- those whose speech did not count and who
saw themselves relegated to the symbolic confines of the empire. While
these tablets promised vengeance, they provided, above all, a release for
psychological strain, like the platforms of expression offered by social
media today. The artist has composed thirteen tablets as variations on
the theme of resentment and malevolence. These revenge letters, that
the artist sees as much as parodies as visual poems, provide a humorous
commentary on the various proposals and themes of the exhibition.

Blunt (2018) resonates like an emancipatory soliloquy whose insults are
self-censored. The words distort and contract, and seem to escape the
control of the speaker. They lose their meaning and become a linguistic
abstraction of rhythmic logorrhea.
A new video work, titled Ladyfolds (2018), takes its name from the informal term “lady folds” which refers to the private parts of a woman’s
anatomy. The film tells a surreal tale of a woman, who is both subject and
object, repeatedly finding herself in situations where she is leaning on
her elbow and eventually getting stuck in this position. It is an all too
familiar image, one which is a regular occurrence in art, as well as modern

stock photography, presenting the beautiful woman as an appealing motif
passively portraying beauty and serenity.
Specially designed curtains block the doorways between several of the
galleries. Titled Cunts (2018), these curtains also reflect the idea of female folds in the multiple drapes of silk in the shape of a theatre curtain.
The curtains’ material and color refer to something sensual, as well as alluding to a piece of sexy underwear. The audience may experience desire,
curiosity and trepidation not knowing what to expect behind the silky
structure; a person, a woman, a whoman, or a beast? The curtains’ placement, covering passages and doors, refers to Sophokles’ description of
the nymph Echo (daughter of Iambe in Athenian legend) as “the girl with
no door on her mouth.”
Applied directly on the gallery wall is a textual work dealing with expulsion and disturbance in speech. Titled Vent (2018), the text is based
upon the awkward feeling of having had a full conversation, only realizing
later that one has been speaking with a piece of food stuck between
one’s teeth; a visual obstruction taking the focus away from the words, a
flaw in the otherwise imagined streamlined representation of oneself. The
text serves as an absurd abstraction of what could get stuck between
oneself and one’s speech, also referring to emotions or objects too large
to fit inside a mouth.

Exhibition view, Ulyd, Kunsthall Stavanger, Stavanger, 2018
Vent, 2018, wall text, vinyl, dimensions variable; Cunt, 2018, draped silk-curtain, dimensions variable

Exhibition view, Ulyd, Kunsthall Stavanger, Stavanger, 2018
Cunt, 2018, draped silk-curtain , dimensions variable; Curse I-XIII, 2018, laser-engraving on plexiglass, each 11.6 x 17.7 cm

Hanne Lippard & Nora Turato, Condo NY, Metro Pictures, New York, 2018
As part of Condo New York, a gallery share between New York galleries and national and international partners, Metro Pictures hosts LambdaLambdaLambda from Kosovo.
The two-person exhibition includes works by Hanne Lippard and Nora
Turato. Both artists’ practices are informed by language in its many
forms and formulations, in the broad realm of expressions found between
speech and writing.
Using the voice as her main medium, Lippard’s vocal performance channels a multitude of alter-egos with minimal means, as every text presents
a new character, partly autobiographical, partly fictional. Combining personal thoughts with appropriated texts such as advertisements, slogans
and news articles, the texts become a mix of private and public language
that regain ingenuity and authorship through the use of the voice, becoming a body of their own.
Bag, 2018
Audio, stereo, 10’08’’
Installation includes:
Xylophone yr not alone, 2015
Digital audio, stereo , 01’18”, Ed. 5+2AP

In her audio work Bag, resonating from two opposing speakers, Lippard’s
clear voice utters a narration consisting of introspective, mantra-like
statements, accompanied by the lingering drone of a twisted ringtone.
Positioned within this cycle of navel-gazing testimonies, the listener becomes directly involved in these disturbing variations of, for example,
contemporary self-help affirmations, which border on a feeling of communal anxiety.

Exhibition view, Ulyd, FriArt, Fribourg, 2018
Curse I-XIII, 2018, laser-engraving on plexiglass, each 11.6 x 17.7 cm; Blunt, 2018, digital audio, 08’20’’, Ed. 5+2AP
Cunt, 2018, draped silk-curtain, dimensions variable

Ulyd, Fri Art, Fribourg, 2018
“Silence is the kosmos of women” (Sophocles) has its medical analog in
women’s amulets from antiquity which picture a uterus equipped with a
lock at the mouth. When it is not locked the mouth may gape open and let
out unspeakable things”1
Born in England in 1984, Hanne Lippard grew up in Norway before settling
in Berlin. Lippard has been using language as the raw material for her
work for the last eight years, processing it in the form of writings, vocal performances, sound installations and printed objects and sculpture.
Her work takes its place in a rich history of the performative use of the
voice and the linguistic deconstruction of language, whose genealogy is
found both in the fields of music, spoken word and theatre and in sound
poetry and art. In her previous projects, Lippard has worked on a variety
of subject matter, such as the structure of language itself, relationships
between body and language, possible fates of the body after death and
the relationship between conceptual art and orality.
For Ulyd, Hanne Lippard has developed a series of new works that explore
the social forces governing female verbal expression, an expression that
has been adroitly shaped since the time of txhe ancient Greeks as an instrument used for confining the place of women within a restricted social
perimeter. The feminine was considered uncontrollable, and its language
was fashioned in such a way as to ensure that women were continually
attentive to the tone of their own voices and ways of expressing themselves. Until recently, the use of obscene and direct language was generally forbidden them. Should they resort to it, the concomitant proof
of their impurity and uncontrollable nature, supposedly inherent in their
use of such language, would be held up against them in return. Between
these two poles - a form of imposed expression and obscenity - female
speech has long been restricted to a narrow field. While gender relations have gradually become more balanced over time, former cultural
codes still structure the use of language. Even where an obscene and
irreverent form of expression is used as a tool to liberate female speech,
such expression remains a mere reaction to these norms. Our collective
unconscious has still not been fully decolonised, and many women con-

fess to practicing self-censorship in all manner of situation where power
struggles are at issue.
At Fri Art, the exhibition Ulyd, a Norwegian word that is difficult to translate but that defines an unpleasant and uncontrolled noise, serves as
a sounding board for these questions, while the main room crystallises
attendant tensions. A muted space, soft and silent, bordered by Austrian
curtains, the floor of which, covered in a light carpet, plays host to two
variations on the theme of linguistic obscenity, which serves the artist
as raw material. Uncontrollable reflexes from psychological depths, terms
of abuse and profanity indicative of the personality of the man or woman
using them. The sound piece Blunt resonates like an emancipatory soliloquy whose insults are self-censored. The words distort and contract,
seem to escape the control of the speaker. They lose their meaning and
become a linguistic abstraction of rhythmic logorrhea.
On the wall, new pieces reinterpret Roman curse tablets. These curse
tablets were usually created by voiceless, provincial, non-citizens, women or slaves, those whose speech did not count and who saw themselves
relegated to the symbolic confines of the empire. While these tablets
promised vengeance, they provided, above all, a release for psychological strain, like the platforms of expression offered by social media today.
The artist has composed thirteen tablets as variations on the theme of
resentment and malevolence. These revenge letters, that the artist sees
as much as parodies as visual poems, provide a humorous commentary on
the various proposals and themes of the exhibitions. Some describe absurd, banal situations that highlight the superficiality of our daily lives.
On the other side of a curtain, the second room is plunged in darkness
and hosts the installation No Answer is Also an Answer (2017), previously shown at the David Dale Gallery in Glasgow. The space is enlivened
by a subtle play of lights within which the recording of a text is played;
it is composed of fragments of formulas of politeness and ready-made
phrases as found in the most mundane email exchanges. This poetic piece
explores the absurdity of this bland, neutral deference and gives the exhibition’s take on social criticism a particularly scathing aspect.
1

Anne Carson, the gender of sound

Curse VII, 2018
Laser-engraving on plexiglass, 11.6 x 17.7 cm

Curse VIII, 2018
Laser-engraving on plexiglass, 11.6 x 17.7 cm

Curse IX, 2018
Laser-engraving on plexiglass, 11.6 x 17.7 cm

Cunt, 2018
Draped silk-curtain, dimensions variable

Exhibition view, Voici des fleurs, la loge, Brussels, 2018

Exhibition view, Blind Faith: Between the Visceral and the Cognitive in Contemporary Art, Haus der Kunst, Munich, 2018
Mindfulmess, 2018, sound-installation with daybed, 03’07”, Ed. 5+2AP

Exhibition view, Numb Limb, David Dale Gallery, Glasgow, 2017

Installation view, No Answer is Also An Answer. Numb Limb, David Dale Gallery, Glasgow, 2017

Kunsthall Stavanger, Hurtigruten ship, Stavanger, 2017
Coast Contemporary is a platform and place of encounter that assembles
artists and art professionals. It is a journey off the coast of Norway
onboard the ship Hurtigruten.
Coast Contemporary was founded by Tanja Sæter in 2015. The first edition
was curated by Helga-Marie Nordby, and took place 21–24 September
2017.
The program onboard consists of presentations, panels, lectures,
exhibitions, film screenings, and performances by artists as well as
Norwegian and international art professionals, institutions, and writers.
The trip out to sea starts off in the north of Norway in a small cluster
of islands called Lofoten and runs down the coast. We visit Trondheim
and end the journey in Bergen in the southwest with visits to different
institutions.
We sail with Hurtigruten and the ship MS Trollfjord. The ship as an arena
for the artistic program provides opportunities for a more cohesive and
focused experience.

Spoken-word performance in three parts, Cabin number. 436, deck 4.
Presented by Kunsthall Stavanger, curated by Hanne Mugaas

Die Kunst ist Öffentlich, Hamburger Kunsthalle, Hamburg, 2017
Hanne Lippard‘s text-based sound installation Frames takes the shared
history of the Kunstverein and the Kunsthalle as its starting point. In a
transitional space, i.e. the passage between the historical and the contemporary collections, the artist uses her voice to visualise time. While
discussing the status quo of contemporary art production, she is thus
transforming time into shape. Through variations in emphasis, strength
and rhythm, language is being forged into a melodious and aesthetic
ensemble. On the other hand, the body and the voice are used to challenge the traditional modes of artistic representation. The immaterial
perception of time is defined by speaking about the materiality of the
body. Frames explores the different shapes and notions that the body can
signify: as a building (institution), as an artwork (art), as a living body
(man), as well as the body as a mere measurement of time. This means the
body as a soundboard and metaphor for the passing of time, as a fragile
structure under history’s spell. What determines historical or contemporary values? When is time shown, when is it concealed? What do we learn
from the past and what is important today? The present is always a place
of passage, a space that becomes a place of reflection and a place of
possibilities, where definitions are not categorically fixed, but put up for
discussion.

Frames, 2017, digital audio, 09’46’’, Ed. 5+2AP

Flesh, KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin, 2017
Lippard inaugurates the new program of KW with a visually reduced yet
spectacular work that takes its inspiration from the so-called Circle
Works and early Statements by South-African artist Ian Wilson (born
1942 in Durban, ZA). As a response to Wilson, Lippard conceived a new
production titled Flesh, an immersive installation, which takes up the entire ground floor hall of the KW building and confronts the visitor with
one singular element—a spiral staircase. When ascending the stairs, one
enters an awkwardly shaped space that incorporates the upper windows
of the ceiling as a point of view outside of the exhibition hall. The newly created space is emerged by the artist’s voice, which slowly directs
the audience towards a world where the meaning of language is being
shaped, structured and categorized. Like Wilson, Lippard uses her body
and words to counterfeit perimeters given by established standards in
art production and creates a universe where the audience is physically as
well as mentally brought outside of their confinements.

Exhibition views, Flesh, KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin, 2017

Flesh, 2017
4-channel sound-installation, coated steel staircase, platform, carpet, light,
dimensions variable, 11’37”, unique

FOAM, LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina, 2016
When composing her texts Lippard relies on the sounds that they trigger
in her mind when she is writing but crucially also when she is speaking.
The use of her voice has gained for her a typographical insistence, becoming her main medium of expression whether it be through the linearity
of a mechanical narrator or through the use of her voice as a more personified melodic rhythm during her compelling live performances.
Her affinity with common speech ensures that hers is nothing less than
a poetry that all of us can recognize. Common sayings, turns of phrase,
everyday chitchat become for her a repeated chorus rather than a coherent meaningful construction of words: with Lippard they become melodies
in themselves.
Aphorisms, love-songs, voicemails, quotes and slogans lose or gain value
depending on how they are re-arranged and performed – in Nuances of
NoLippard reclaims language for her own end to try and overcome any
overruling claim to authorship. At times graphic, playful and intimate,
this is an artist using language in all its forms in an effort to create an
original aesthetic of the word.
John Holten (Broken Dimanche Press)

Exhibition views, FOAM, LambdaLambdaLambda, Prishtina, 2016

Ars Viva Prize 2016, Galerie für Zeitgenössische Kunst Leipzig
Leipzig, 2016
Networking and connectivity have a greater influence on social contacts
than ever before. In the competition for attention, an abundance of information on individuals, events or products flows through countless channels. During this process, images as smooth as glass arise; behind their
façade, all issues of an insecure, sensitive or awkward nature remain
hidden. The omnipresence of the media creates empty spaces: identities
without substance, connection without connectedness.

Attentionspam, 2015
HD film, 06’21’’, Ed. 5+2AP

The exhibition by Calla Henkel & Max Pitegoff, Flaka Haliti and Hanne
Lippard observes what effect the formatting of the self and the continual adaptation of forms of appearance and behaviour has on personal
and professional relationships. In an impressively objective, poetic and
humorous way, the artists examine their own roles within their social,
discursive and urban environment. Introducing displacements at the interface between subjectivity and projection, they discuss questions of
representation, isolation and proximity, capitulation and resilience. Their
biographies provide important points of reference, without becoming the
actual subject of the works.
[...]
Hanne Lippard also investigates the influence of communications media
on how people experience one another, what they communicate to each
other, and how meaning can be created or lost in the process. In her
performances, video and sound installations, the most important form
of expression is her voice. She works with repetition and differentiation,
consonance and variation, thereby creating a resonance chamber that
transforms the cumulation of rythmically arranged syllables and words
into a kind of mechanical voice. The free flow of sounds, sense and nonsense, form the cornerstones within which the artist moves as an individual and as a public figure.
Franciska Zólyom

